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Abstract 
Contingent choice surveys, in which respondents rate or rank alternative scenarios 
describing potential futures composed of varying levels of several different attributes, can 
help national park managers by identifying the preferences of visitors and also the nonuse 
values generated by park attributes. Many alternative combinations of park attributes can 
be explored efficiently, helping park managers to identify promising alternatives to be 
explored further during park planning processes. The surveys can be integrated easily 
into multiple stages of the existing National Park Service planning process. Another 
benefit of using contingent choice surveys in park planning is that it will foster 
interdisciplinarity. This paper describes National Park Service management policies and 
how contingent choice techniques can be integrated into them. A description of the 
different steps of a contingent choice analysis follows. Examples from Acadia National 
Park and North Cascades National Park illustrate the technique. The paper ends with a 
discussion of issues that future research should address.  
Keywords: national park, management, contingent choice, choice experiments, nonuse 
values 
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Contingent choice surveys can provide national park managers rich information to 
help inform management decisions. While public involvement is crucial in National Park 
Service (NPS) planning processes, typically the only systematic gathering of public 
opinion is in the context of visitor surveys. Contingent choice surveys provide systematic, 
objective information about the preferences of all stakeholders, including the general 
public. They can identify the relative magnitudes of the benefits (both monetary and 
nonmonetary) parks create for visitors and also for the population at large; people who 
have never been to a park and never plan to go may still value the fact that the park 
resources exist and are being managed sustainably, for example. Turner (2002) argues 
that these nonuse values are more important than visitor benefits, even if the only goal of 
management is economic efficiency.  
Despite their advantages, only once have contingent choice surveys been used as 
part of formal NPS planning in the United States, and in that case (National Park Service 
2005, Mansfield et al, 2008) the emphasis was still on visitor experiences rather than 
resource protection, even though both goals are important for park management. 
Contingent choice surveys can be integrated easily into existing NPS planning processes 
and they provide a great opportunity for social and natural scientists to collaborate. 
Recent innovations in the design and statistical analysis of contingent choice surveys 
have increased their accuracy and flexibility and reduced their cost. So the time is right to 
begin using them more extensively in NPS management planning. This paper describes 
why contingent choice surveys are useful for park management and how they can fit into 
current management policies. It then describes contingent choice surveys and the 
econometric techniques used to analyze them, presenting two examples as illustrations. 
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Although management of national parks in the U.S. is the focus, most of the discussion is 
relevant to all public land management. 
Identifying the most important features of a park and the most pressing issues that 
need to be addressed is a fundamental part of general management planning for US 
national park units. The 1916 Organic Act
1
 establishing the National Park System (NPS) 
includes both recreation and preservation mandates, so park managers are required to 
consider both visitor experiences and resource protection. But neither preservation nor 
recreation is a one-dimensional concept: most national parks include multiple kinds of 
resources and provide multiple kinds of visitor experiences. Contingent choice surveys 
are uniquely well suited to the task of systematically gathering and analyzing information 
about the myriad and multi-dimensional benefits created by particular park units.  
Since resources, financial and otherwise, are limited, managers must decide which 
features to emphasize and which issues deserve priority. Public opinion should and does 
influence park policy: management decisions should be based in part on information 
about which park attributes provide the most benefits to visitors and the most nonuse 
value to everyone. The Park Service regularly surveys visitors to elicit some of this 
information, but since only visitors are surveyed these surveys cannot identify nonuse 
values. Turner (2000, 2003) provides a formal model describing the information needed 
to make economically efficient park management decisions and discusses how current 
park management tools provide some but not all of that information. Park managers of 
course consider more than just economic efficiency; nonetheless public opinion (not just 
of visitors) provides important information. 
                                                            
1 This dual mandate can be found in many places, including the NPS website (www.nps.gov). A particularly 
useful resource is Dilsaver (1994). 
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Because there are no market transactions directly reflecting most of the benefits 
generated by national parks, revealed preference studies, in which preferences are 
revealed by observing market transactions, cannot provide adequate information about 
the benefits the public receives from national parks. In such situations, economists turn to 
stated preference studies, in which survey respondents are asked directly about their 
preferences, to investigate and estimate those benefits. The two main categories of stated 
preference studies are contingent choice surveys and the more well-known contingent 
valuation surveys.
2
  
Contingent choice surveys differ from contingent valuation surveys in three key 
ways. In contingent choice surveys, respondents face a more familiar task. Analysts get 
richer information about respondent preferences. And those preferences can be measured 
in nonmonetary terms. In contingent valuation surveys respondents are asked to state 
directly their monetary valuation of some hypothetical scenario, often some specific 
change from the status quo. In contingent choice surveys respondents are asked to choose 
among, rate, or rank several alternative hypothetical scenarios. So one of the main 
advantages of contingent choice surveys is that respondents are not asked to explicitly 
formulate monetary valuations of goods that are usually thought of in nonmonetary 
terms. They need only to be able to state whether one multidimensional alternative seems 
better than another, much as they do whenever they vote in elections. Since contingent 
choice surveys present respondents with a variety of alternative scenarios that differ in 
multiple ways, analysts can measure the independent effects of many different attributes 
of those scenarios and many alternative combinations of attributes can be explored 
                                                            
2 Contingent valuation can be viewed as a special case of the more general contingent choice technique. 
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efficiently. In contrast, contingent valuation surveys typically compare only two 
alternatives and measure respondent preferences for one alternative versus the other, 
rather than estimating the individual effects of all the ways the two alternatives differ. 
And since contingent choice surveys allow analysts to estimate the relative effects of 
several different attributes, preferences for one attribute relative to another can be 
measured directly, rather than measuring both in monetary terms. 
These advantages have been known for some time. For example, both 
Adamowicz et al (1998) and Hanley et al (1998) compare contingent valuation and 
contingent choice techniques and discuss potential advantages of the contingent choice 
technique. Kriström and Laitila (2003) also compare the two techniques, with a more 
pessimistic bottom line. Since those articles were written, three important advances, 
discussed in more detail below, have made contingent choice surveys even more useful: 
improvements in the theory of survey design, development of new statistical techniques 
and software for analyzing survey results, and the rapid rise of internet-based surveys. 
In the context of national parks, contingent choice surveys can be used to estimate 
the relative preferences of respondents for several different attributes of a park and to 
explore many different possible alternative futures. Surveys can be designed to estimate 
nonuse values separately from the total (use plus nonuse) values of visitors. The survey 
design and the econometric methods used to estimate values can incorporate taste 
differences based on respondent characteristics or on an assumption of a distribution of 
random factors. So contingent choice surveys provide a potentially rich source of 
information for park managers. 
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Surveys will not be able to capture all relevant aspects of management: in 
particular, future generations will not be fully represented and, despite the best education 
and outreach efforts including information provided as part of a survey, respondents to 
the survey may not fully understand the implications of different choices on park 
resources. Still, contingent choice surveys provide managers a way to systematically 
gather and analyze important information that should inform their management decisions. 
Recent developments in the theory of survey design and the statistical methods for 
analyzing survey results, combined with the recent widespread use of internet surveys, 
make contingent choice surveys a tool that should be used by park managers more than it 
has been.  
The next section of the paper describes NPS management policies and how 
contingent choice techniques can be integrated into them. A description of the different 
steps of a contingent choice analysis follows. Examples from Acadia National Park and 
North Cascades National Park illustrate the technique. The paper ends with a discussion 
of issues that future research should address. 
 
NPS Management Policies 
 As described in detail below, contingent choice surveys can be integrated easily 
into current NPS management policies. National parks, after all, have multiple attributes 
that give rise to public benefits: exactly the situation that contingent choice surveys are 
designed for. Parks protect and conserve natural resources and processes, ordinarily of 
several kinds; most parks also protect and conserve cultural resources, again usually of 
several kinds. Visitor experiences are central to national park management; these 
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experiences create what economists call use values (values related to the use of a 
resource). In addition, parks also generate nonuse values: people value the parks and the 
resources comprising the parks even if they don’t themselves visit the parks. Nonuse 
values arise because of existence values—people value the fact that the parks exist, even 
if they never plan to visit them—as well as bequest values—people want to enable future 
populations to visit the parks—and option values—people want to preserve the option of 
visiting in the future.
3
  
The park service recognizes the multiple sources of values and also the potential 
and real conflicts among them:  
Park managers are continually challenged to set priorities and allocate limited 
staff time and funding to adequately protect what is most important about the 
park…Many issues confronting parks can be characterized as potential or actual 
conflicts between preservation and visitor use. However, parks also confront real 
and potential conflicts between different resources and values relatively unrelated 
to visitor use (National Park Service 2008, page 6-13). 
This quote indicates that park management deals with issues that contingent choice 
surveys are designed to investigate: how to set priorities in the context of constraints and 
investigate conflicts among use and nonuse values arising from multiple activities and 
resources.  
The NPS planning framework begins with broad-scale general management 
planning and proceeds through progressively more specific program planning, strategic 
planning, implementation, and annual planning. Several steps in the planning process as 
described in NPS guidelines for General Management Plans (GMPs) relate quite closely 
to the information that contingent choice surveys can provide: 
                                                            
3 These categories of nonuse values are discussed in Krutilla’s (1967) seminal work. 
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 “Alternative futures for the park will be explored and assessed during general 
management planning and environmental analysis” (National Park Service 2006, 
page 25). Contingent choice surveys present alternative scenarios and ask 
respondents which they prefer. 
 “Effective planning is based on an understanding of what a park’s cultural [and 
natural] resources are and why those resources are significant” (National Park 
Service 2006, page 53). Contingent choice surveys don’t quite reveal why 
resources are significant but they do reveal which resources the public believes 
are significant. 
 ‘The GMP focuses primarily on what resource conditions and visitor experiences 
should exist — a shared understanding about the kinds of resource conditions and 
visitor experiences that will best fulfill the purpose of the park” (National Park 
Service 2008, page 1-3). Contingent choice surveys explore different 
combinations of resource conditions and visitor experiences, revealing the 
tradeoffs members of the public are willing to make. Park managers still need to 
decide how those preferences match the purpose of the park, and managers still 
need to match public preferences with what is possible. (The public may prefer a 
combination of resources and experiences that can’t be provided.) 
 “The Park Service must actively seek to understand the values and connections 
our changing population has or does not have for natural and cultural heritage if it 
is to remain responsive and relevant to public needs and desires. This includes 
understanding why people do or do not visit—or care—about national parks” 
(National Park Service 2006, page 14). Public preferences matter. Both natural 
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and cultural resources are important. Contingent choice surveys reveal 
preferences regarding different combinations of natural and cultural resources. 
 “The public also includes all visitors …; those who come in person and those who 
access our information on the World Wide Web; those who do not actually visit, 
but who value, the national parks; and those who participate and collaborate with 
the Park Service on a longer-term basis” (National Park Service 2008, page 5-2). 
Current visitors are not the only people whose preferences matter. Potential 
visitors matter too, and so do those who have nonuse values. These preferences 
can be revealed by contingent choice surveys, unlike the visitor surveys that the 
NPS primarily uses. 
Table 1, based on Table 1.1 of the NPS General Management Plan Dynamic Sourcebook 
(2008, page 1-5), a guide to NPS personnel doing GMPs, lists the steps in the GMP 
process. Highlights have been added to emphasize the parts of the process that relate to 
public preferences and therefore to contingent choice surveys. 
 The last step, selecting the preferred alternative, is usually done using a method 
called Choosing by Advantages (CBA). The following description of CBA comes from 
the GMP Sourcebook (op. cit., pages 11-2 to 11-3):  
In 1996 the National Park Service began using the Choosing by Advantages 
(CBA) method to bring “benefit-to-cost” decision making to bear on the NPS 
construction priority setting process. This was in response to Congress 
emphatically telling the National Park Service to develop a more “overtly 
objective” priority setting system that weighed both benefits and costs...Today 
CBA is consistently used as an evaluation method for NPS decision makers, 
particularly when confronted with decisions that must be evaluated relative to 
nonmonetary benefits between alternatives. The CBA evaluation gives the 
multidisciplinary team shared knowledge about what attributes of the alternatives 
the agency and stakeholders value. Using this knowledge makes it possible to 
craft and create a preferred alternative…While CBA has been the primary 
decision-making methodology used by the National Park Service, other decision 
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making methodologies may be used as long as the relationship between results 
and costs is used to identify the alternative with the greatest value and to inform 
the decision. 
Contingent choice surveys accord with the philosophy of CBA, though using them would 
change the way CBA is usually conducted. Contingent choice surveys are clearly an 
overtly objective priority setting system that weighs both benefits and costs. They 
provide ways to evaluate alternatives, including those involving nonmonetary benefits. 
They obviously help decision makers learn which attributes are valued by stakeholders. 
Surveys can be used as part of CBA or in place of CBA; either way, surveys help inform 
decisions by providing data about which alternatives create the greatest value. 
The GMP Sourcebook (op. cit., page 11-5; emphasis added in original) lists five 
basic steps in the CBA decision-making process:  
1. Summarize the ATTRIBUTES of each alternative. 
2. Decide the ADVANTAGES of each alternative. 
3. Decide the IMPORTANCE of each advantage.  
4. Weigh COSTS with TOTAL IMPORTANCE of the advantages. 
5. SUMMARIZE the decision. 
Deciding on importance is based on multidisciplinary discussions, with four 
considerations (National Park Service 2008, pages 11-13 to 11-14):  
 The purpose and circumstances of the decision — For general management 
plans this relates to how the advantage helps support park purpose and 
maintains its significance and fundamental resources. 
 The needs and preferences of the users and stakeholders — This relates to 
those affected by and interested in the decision. This is where the public 
involvement and civic engagement information is represented in the preferred 
alternative decision making. 
 The magnitudes of the advantages — Are the differences in the advantages 
relatively minor or are there clearly substantial differences between the 
advantages of the alternatives? 
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 The magnitudes of the associated attributes — How do the attributes 
compare? Are your proposed actions potentially affecting a couple of elk from 
a vast herd or are your proposed actions potentially affecting one of the only 
three known grizzly bears in the park? 
The CBA process involves discussions among a multidisciplinary team of 
decision makers. Those discussions are informed by the expertise of each team member 
but also by public involvement. (Public involvement strategies are described in general in 
Chapter 5 of the GMP Sourcebook.) Although the CBA discussions are quite methodical, 
the public involvement that informs those discussions is not. Typically public comments 
come from general public meetings or special meetings with particular stakeholders. 
Contingent choice surveys therefore provide a much more systematic way of obtaining 
information about public preferences regarding the attributes that the CBA team has 
identified. If park managers wanted to base decisions completely on public preferences 
about those attributes, contingent choice surveys could replace the CBA process. A more 
reasonable procedure would be to use contingent choice surveys as a more objective and 
thorough way to incorporate public preferences into the CBA discussions. 
In the example used in the GMP Sourcebook (National Park Service 2008, pages 
11-5 to 11-12), the management team must “share an understanding of what attribute 
provides an advantage. For example, the group must agree that being closer to water 
provides more advantage than being farther away…” (ibid, page 11-5). The team must 
also compare the relative advantages of different levels of each attribute, decide on the 
importance of each advantage, and create a scale of importance so that different 
alternatives can be compared. All of this is based in part on what the managers learned 
from various public involvement opportunities, but the CBA team is essentially guessing 
about how important various attributes and attribute levels are to stakeholders. 
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Contingent choice surveys would provide a more objective way of connecting public 
preferences to the CBA process. 
 
Contingent Choice 
Contingent choice surveys are used by economists and others
4
 to investigate 
relative valuations of different attributes (product characteristics in the context of 
marketing, transportation modes, features of insurance plans, and so on). In 
environmental studies the attributes are typically related to the quality of environmental 
resources and/or the human activities related to those resources. The surveys measure 
respondent preferences regarding alternative potential combinations of things respondents 
care (or potentially care) about. 
Contingent choice surveys are a type of discrete choice experiment (DCE), a 
technique long used in marketing and transportation research. DCEs are a form of stated 
preference studies, as opposed to revealed preference studies, since in DCEs respondents 
state their preferences explicitly rather than revealing their preferences implicitly by their 
observed behavior. In contingent choice surveys, respondents are asked to compare 
different hypothetical or real scenarios made up of varying levels of several attributes. In 
the context of national parks, these attributes might include the state of various natural or 
cultural resources, other factors influencing visitor enjoyment, and so on. Each scenario 
is made up of a different combination of differing levels of several attributes. A typical 
choice task facing a respondent is illustrated in Figure 1, which comes from the North 
                                                            
4 The technique is related to conjoint analysis, which arose in marketing studies; contingent choice has 
been widely used in transportation and health care studies as well; see for example Louviere, Hensher, 
and Swait (2000) and Viney, Lancsar, and Louviere (2002). 
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Cascades National Park survey described later in this article. Often the attribute levels are 
compared to the status quo to give respondents a common context for comparing 
scenarios. One attribute is usually a monetary cost of some kind, which serves two 
purposes: it helps to remind respondents that there are resource constraints and it also 
allows a common metric (dollars) for measuring the relative values of different attributes. 
Respondents can be asked to rate alternative scenarios on a scale, rank alternative 
scenarios from most to least preferred, choose both the best and worst scenarios from a 
set of alternatives, or simply choose the most preferred scenario. 
 The five steps of a contingent choice survey (good references include Bennett and 
Adamowicz 2001 and Louviere, Hensher, and Swait 2000) are as follows: 
1. identify the relevant attributes and the different levels of each attribute that will be 
used in the survey;  
2. create an experimental design that creates the alternative scenarios that 
respondents will be asked to compare;  
3. create the actual survey instrument;  
4. implement the survey, either in person, by phone, by mail, or using the internet;  
5. analyze the survey results, usually using an econometric technique related to 
multinomial logit.  
All of these steps should be informed by an underlying theory of respondent choice 
behavior: what attributes will respondents care about and how will they make choices 
among the alternative scenarios? 
 
Definition of attributes 
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The definition of relevant attributes is of course driven largely by the research 
question being posed. But the attributes also need to be things respondents care about, or 
else their survey responses will not yield any interesting information. So the definition of 
attributes is based on the underlying research question but also on prior information about 
respondent preferences. This prior information usually comes from focus groups and/or 
pilot studies; expert opinion can also inform the study design (Dillman 1978, 2008; 
Bennett and Adamowicz 2001). This step of the research is where multidisciplinary 
collaboration is most important: park managers may have an idea already about public 
preferences and they obviously will know about the state of park resources and what 
alternatives might be possible. Natural and social scientists (especially anthropologists) 
and sometimes humanists (especially when ethical issues are involved and/or when 
cultural resources at the park include those from the humanities—think of Ansel Adams 
in Yosemite or the Longfellow House in Cambridge, MA) are needed to help identify 
realistic alternative combinations of natural and cultural resources, visitor and 
interpretive activities, and whatever other park attributes are relevant. An existing GMP 
can be used to identify attributes or, if the GMP is being developed or revised, the 
identification of attributes is part of the GMP process. (See Table 1: “Affirm and/or 
identify fundamental and other important resources and values.”)  
 
Experimental Design 
Step 2 is quite mechanical but it is very important: creating a good experimental 
design can greatly reduce the number of respondents needed in order to get accurate 
estimates of preferences. Experimental design has been getting more and more attention 
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in environmental and resource economics. Three criteria matter: avoiding bias, design 
efficiency, and what Louviere (2001), one of the pioneers in this field, calls respondent 
efficiency. Although consistent parameter estimates can under some conditions be 
achieved without paying much attention to the experimental design, using an efficient 
design can dramatically lower the sample size needed to get useful results and, since 
these surveys can be quite expensive to implement, lowering the sample size is a laudable 
goal. Good experimental design, though, depends very much on understanding the choice 
behavior of respondents. The experimental psychology literature, which has been 
reflected for years in marketing research practice, is an important resource.  
Many algorithms are now commercially available to create efficient experimental 
designs.
5
 The goal is to create a mix of alternative scenarios that minimizes the standard 
errors of the estimators of the parameters (or functions of parameters, such as willingness 
to pay) that are of most interest. With a large enough sample size, good results can be 
achieved even with a completely random design (as long as there turns out to be enough 
sample variation in the variables). But one advantage of DCEs over revealed preference 
studies is that the analyst has control over the sample variation of many of the variables 
of interest. Choosing an efficient design, which is essentially choosing the sample 
variation in the attribute levels and, if appropriate, in the characteristics of choice tasks, 
can dramatically lower the sample size needed to get useful results. 
 
The Survey Instrument 
                                                            
5 One of the most flexible is Ngene, the manual for which (ChoiceMetrics 2012) also 
serves as a useful summary of the relevant techniques and theory. 
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The survey instrument typically begins with information so that respondents can 
make informed decisions based on a common understanding of the issues and 
terminology. Often respondents answer some framing questions to help ensure that their 
thought processes are consistent with the experiment they will soon be engaged in. For 
example, in the North Cascades survey reported on later in this paper, respondents were 
asked whether they believed the government spent too much or too little on wilderness 
protection and protection of cultural resources; this helped ensure that they were thinking 
about the opportunity cost of achieving various combinations of attributes in the 
hypothetical scenarios. They were also asked to rank the attributes in order of 
importance; this helped ensure that they were thinking in comparative terms. The survey 
instrument also typically collects demographic information. This is important for 
assessing how representative the sample of completed responses is, plus it enables 
researchers to investigate whether respondent preferences differ based on personal 
characteristics. The survey instrument also, of course, includes the contingent choice 
questions. As with any survey, pre-testing—administering the survey to a set of 
respondents who then give the survey designer feedback about anything that was 
confusing, their understanding of the information that was presented, their comfort with 
the way their preferences were being elicited, and so forth—is crucial.  
 
Survey Administration  
Surveys can be administered in several ways: by phone, by mail, in person, or 
using the internet. Dillman (2008) discusses the relative advantages of each mode as well 
as giving detailed instructions for designing effective surveys. Administrative cost is an 
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important consideration, but more important are two other issues: first, sampling and 
nonresponse bias and, second, integrity of the experimental design. The bias 
considerations are the same as in any survey; one must come as close as possible to a 
random sample in order to have good estimates of population parameters. The 
experimental design consideration is a particular concern for contingent choice surveys. 
Once, phone surveys tended to be biased because the poor didn’t have phones and 
so the sample was systematically different from the population. Now phone surveys have 
a similar problem, but for a different reason: so many people now use cell phones 
exclusively that it’s hard to get a representative sample from the equivalent of a phone 
book. Mail surveys are less likely to result in a biased sample, but one must always be 
concerned about nonresponse bias. The fact that not everyone responds to a request does 
not itself create a problem, but if there are systematic reasons for nonresponse that are 
related to any of the variables the researcher plans to use in the analysis, the sample can 
end up being unrepresentative and the resulting estimates can be biased. In-person 
surveys can be fine, but one needs to be concerned about how potential respondents are 
solicited. For example, if a survey is done at a national park trailhead, it might result in a 
representative sample of hikers in that park (or at least on that trail) but would probably 
misrepresent the population of all park visitors and certainly would not be representative 
of those who might get nonuse values from the park resources.  
Internet surveys potentially lead to unrepresentative samples, since internet 
availability is not uniformly distributed across the population, nor is comfort with filling 
out on-line surveys. But several companies now provide panels of volunteers who 
represent a broad cross section of the American population, and many other companies 
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have developed sophisticated methods for getting representative samples from internet 
surveys. Internet surveys are desirable in many ways, most importantly in the speed with 
which results can be obtained and in the richness of the information respondents can be 
presented with. Surveys that used to take weeks or months when done by mail or in 
person can now be done in days, and survey results don’t have to be entered into 
spreadsheets or other electronic forms by hand. And respondents can be provided with a 
rich array of information including images and video; the information can fairly easily be 
customized to the interests and needs of individual respondents. 
For contingent choice surveys, another important consideration is whether the 
process of eliciting respondents ruins the experimental design. For example, a mail 
survey might begin with an optimal design, but since there is no way to control who 
responds to the survey, the surveys that are returned will typically not conform to the 
original experimental design. This is illustrated in the Acadia National Park survey 
described later in this paper. This problem can be mitigated by first asking if a potential 
respondent is willing to participate, and then sending the survey only to those who agree. 
But usually even then there are nonrespondents. Internet surveys are the best in this 
regard, as it is easier to provide the contingent choice questions only to those who are in 
the midst of filling out the survey. But some respondents will drop out partway through 
the survey or provide incomplete or unusable responses, so there is almost no way to 
ensure that the final sample will reflect completely the original experimental design. 
Phone and in-person surveys are similar to internet surveys but internet surveys have the 
potential to be conducted much more quickly. 
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Econometric Analysis 
 The underlying assumption of the econometric analysis of contingent choice 
models (good references include Cameron and Triveli 2005, Greene 2009, and Train 
2009)  is that each respondent will choose the scenario that would provide the most 
happiness (or, in the language of mainstream economics, utility). Utility is a function of 
the attribute levels for that scenario and also, possibly, characteristics of the choice task 
facing respondents as well as respondent characteristics that drive preferences. Since 
these preferences are not completely observable to the analyst, the underlying model is 
called the Random Utility Model. The utility that person i would get from scenario s in 
choice task t is a function of the scenario attributes, represented by a vector sa , a vector 
tz of variables representing characteristics of the choice task,
6
 observable characteristics 
of person i, represented by a vector ix , a vector β of parameters to be estimated, and a 
vector of random error terms istε , representing unobservables: 
  , , , ,ist s i t istU V a x z β ε . (1) 
If respondent i prefers scenario 1 to scenario 2 in choice task t, then it must be that  
    1 2 1 1 2 2 which implies , , , , , , , , .i t i t i t i t i t i tU U V V a x z β ε a x z β ε  (2) 
Based on assumptions about the functional form of V and the probability distribution of 
,ε  the parameters β can be estimated, usually using maximum likelihood methods. 
                                                            
6 This would include things such as how many attributes are used to form each scenario, how many 
scenarios have been ranked or rated previously, whether the particular scenario being evaluated has been 
seen before, and so on. These variables are used most often in studies whose focus is on survey design 
but they are sometimes also included in studies whose focus is on the valuation of attributes. 
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If V is linear in the attributes a and a single random term  , then the implicit 
function theorem provides an easy way to estimate the relative values of different 
attributes. For example, if there are k attributes and   
   1 1 2 2, s s ks k istV a a a        a β  (3) 
then by the implicit function theorem the tradeoff people are willing to make between 
attribute j and attribute j’ is  
 
' '
'
.
js j s j
j s js j
da V a
da V a
  
   
  
 (4) 
If attribute j is the monetary cost of the alternative scenario then (4) measures the 
marginal willingness to pay (WTP) for attribute j. But (4) can also be used to measure, in 
real terms, the relative value of two attributes (what economists call the marginal rate of 
substitution (MRS) between them), neither of which is measured in monetary units. 
 When analyzing results, various versions of the logit model are most commonly 
used. In the simplest version, respondents report only their top choice of each set of 
scenarios. If V is separable in a and x, the choice model is estimated using conditional 
logit. If individual characteristics affect choices, the choice model is estimated using 
mixed logit. Analysts sometimes allow the parameters to be random, reflecting 
unobserved taste differences; the means of these random parameters can depend 
systematically on individual characteristics, characteristics of the choice task, and so on. 
Recent improvements in simulation techniques have allowed random-parameter 
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conditional and mixed logit models to be estimated relatively easily using standard 
econometrics software packages (e.g. Stata® and NLogit™).7  
 Train and Weeks (2005) suggest that, since the WTP or MRS measures shown in 
equation (4) are the main parameters of interest, the model can be reparameterized so that 
they are estimated directly. For example, if the first attribute 1a  is the cost attribute, then 
WTPs for the other attributes can be defined as 
1j j   and estimated directly by 
rewriting equation (3) as  
   1 1 2 2 1 1, .s s ks k istV a a a          a β  (5) 
For example, 2 2 1     is the WTP for the second attribute so 2 1   is just another way 
of writing 2 . Equation (5) is nonlinear in the parameters, which makes its estimation 
considerably more complicated, but some software programs (e.g. NLogit™) include 
routines for estimating these models. The advantage of estimating (5) rather than (3) is 
that the WTPs and their standard errors are estimated directly. Due to the theorem 
presented by Daly, Hess, and Train (2011), this formulation is especially desirable when 
the cost parameter 1  is random.  
 The logit models can be extended to analyze surveys in which respondents rank 
scenarios instead of just reporting their top choices. The rank-order logit model is a 
straightforward extension of conditional logit and rank-order random-parameter models 
are possible as well. 
                                                            
7 Mixed logit is a very flexible technique, with many variations. In a series of papers (cited, along with 
other useful references, in Hess and Rose (2012), Jordan Louviere argues strongly for models with scale 
heterogeneity, which allow respondents to vary in how sure they are of their preferences and how 
consistent they are in their responses. 
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 When those who visit a national park respond to a survey, they reveal a 
combination of use and nonuse values, with no good way to separate them. But when 
those who haven’t ever visited the park respond to a survey and reveal that they care 
about the park’s attributes, the only explanation is that they get nonuse value from the 
park. Therefore it is important to survey nonvisitors as well as visitors. Since the park 
system in the U.S. is acknowledged to have national significance, a broad survey of the 
U.S. adult population is most appropriate. By asking respondents about their visitation to 
a park, visitors and nonvisitors can be separated in the analysis and the magnitude of 
nonuse values can be estimated.   
 
Two Examples: Acadia and North Cascades National Parks 
 Two examples illustrate the use and some of the difficulties of contingent choice 
surveys to inform national park management. The Acadia National Park survey described 
next was administered by mail in 2001 and reported on in Turner, Giuda, and Noddin 
(2005). A description of an internet-based survey about North Cascades National Park 
follows; it was administered in 2006 and reported on in an unpublished working paper 
available from the author. 
 
Acadia National Park 
 The Acadia National Park website (http://www.nps.gov/acad, accessed on July 
10, 2012) describes Acadia this way: 
People have been drawn to the rugged coast of Maine throughout history. 
Awed by its beauty and diversity, early 20th-century visionaries donated 
the land that became Acadia National Park. The park is home to many 
plants and animals, and the tallest mountain on the U.S. Atlantic coast. 
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Today visitors come to Acadia to hike granite peaks, bike historic carriage 
roads, or relax and enjoy the scenery.  
Acadia’s 1992 General Management Plan, still in effect, lists as its main mission the 
protection and preservation of “outstanding scenic, natural, scientific, and cultural values 
for present and future generations through programs, facilities, and services.”8 Since the 
1960s the park has received over two million recreational visits per year.
9
 Visitors 
participate in foot-based recreational activities such as hiking, climbing, and swimming 
but, as in many national parks, many visitors spend much of their time in automobiles, 
making several brief stops at scenic or educational locations. Unrestricted access has 
caused congestion on roads, scenic viewpoints, hiking trails, and rock-climbing sites. 
Human impacts have endangered wildlife habitats and have damaged and in some cases 
destroyed rare plants. Pollution from vehicles and from sources outside the park 
adversely affects air quality as well as scenic vistas, wildlife, and other natural resources.  
The views available from the park have been degraded by development associated 
with tourism, logging practices, and other industrial construction. Tourism has created 
business and employment opportunities both within and outside the park, but nearby 
towns experience high levels of congestion and traffic during the peak visitation season 
in the summer. At the time of the survey, government and environmental agencies were 
exploring an appropriate balance between tourism and wildlife and wilderness 
preservation.  
                                                            
8 The General Management Plan was accessed at http://www.nps.gov/acad/parkmgmt/planning.htm on 
July 10, 2012. 
9 Visitation statistics for Acadia and other national parks are available at 
http://www.nature.nps.gov/stats/.  
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The survey was designed and pretested during the summer of 2000 based on the 
Total Design Method (Dillman 1978), but rather than identifying salient attributes using 
focus groups, they were identified using the park’s management plan and other park 
management information. In addition to rating five scenarios each (including the status 
quo), respondents answered a series of demographic and attitudinal questions. The survey 
comprised a cover letter and two-page introduction describing and giving some 
information about the current state of Acadia National Park, definitions of and 
descriptions of the attributes used in the scenarios (see Table 2), the scenario ratings form 
(see Table 3), and demographic and attitudinal questions, including residence and 
whether the respondent had visited or planned to visit Acadia. Pretests indicate that the 
survey took about 15 minutes to complete. 
Three of the scenario attributes—opportunities for recreation on foot, 
opportunities for recreation using autos, and effect on the tourism industry—had seven 
levels: large increase, moderate increase, slight increase, unchanged, slight decrease, 
moderate decrease, and large decrease. The scenic preservation attribute had four levels: 
exceptional, high, average, and poor. The pollution attribute had three levels: high, 
moderate, and low. The attribute measuring other visitors encountered was displayed as a 
percentage change from the status quo. In addition to an annual tax payment, fees for 
parking and for using the park's Loop Road were included as attributes. The Loop Road 
is the way most visitors access the most heavily congested portion of the park, including 
Cadillac Mountain; there is a fee to drive on the Loop Road during the summer season. 
But many other points of interest in the park, including many hiking and biking trails, can 
be accessed without driving on the Loop Road. There is no fee for parking at these other 
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points of interest and trailheads, but the survey included the potential for future parking 
fees. 
Table 3 shows an example of the ratings form respondents were asked to fill out.
10
 
The first four scenarios on each form were randomly generated from an experimental 
design created using the software program SAS®; the fifth scenario was the same on 
every form and represented the status quo: unchanged foot- and auto-based recreation, 
high scenic preservation, moderate pollution, unchanged number of visitors encountered, 
unchanged impact on tourism businesses, a $5 Loop Road fee, and no parking fee or 
change in annual taxes. Although the scenarios were generated using an optimal 
experimental design,
11
 since this was a mail survey the experimental design reflected in 
returned surveys was different and, of course, less efficient due to the randomness of 
which respondents chose to return surveys. 
Asking about past and anticipated future use of the park enables separate analysis 
of two groups: one (those who have never visited and do not plan to visit) for which all 
values derived from the park should be nonuse values and one (those who have visited 
and/or plan to visit) for which use and nonuse values are combined. Determinants of who 
chooses to visit the park can also be analyzed. 
After pretesting, 1000 households received the first mailing of the survey, with 
reminder postcards sent after 2-3 weeks to those who had not responded. After another 2-
                                                            
10 Although respondents rated each scenario, for the purposes of illustration and comparison with the 
North Cascades National Park study, results are reported later in the paper using the rankings implied by 
respondents’ ratings. Turner, Giuda, and Noddin (2005) analyze the ratings. 
11 A fractional factorial design based on D-efficiency was created; this (if the design had been maintained 
in the returned surveys) is efficient for the ordinary least squares estimation used to analyze respondents’ 
ratings. The design is not the most efficient design for the conditional logit model used to analyze the 
implied rankings, however. 
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3 weeks, a second copy of the survey was sent to nonrespondents. Of the 1000 
households, 400 were in Maine, 300 in the rest of New England, and 300 in the rest of the 
country. In the end, 153 households sent in complete responses; each respondent rated 
four alternative scenarios plus the status quo, so in all 765 scenarios were rated. 
Survey results are analyzed two ways to illustrate some of the possibilities of 
using contingent choice surveys to inform park management. First, a conditional logit 
model shows the relative importance of different attributes in determining which scenario 
each respondent chooses as best.
12
 Then a rank-order logit model illustrates the analysis 
of respondents’ full rankings of five scenarios each. In both cases, the user subsample and 
the nonuser subsample are analyzed separately as well as together.  
Coefficients in logit-based models do not measure directly the impact of 
explanatory variables on the probability that a respondent will choose a particular 
scenario (or, in the case of the rank-order model, rank the scenario more highly), but the 
signs of statistically significant variables are meaningful. So, for example, a statistically 
significant positive coefficient implies that an increase in that attribute would make 
respondents more likely to choose a scenario. The coefficients can be converted into the 
corresponding impacts on probabilities, but for policy purposes the more interesting 
estimate is that of the tradeoffs respondents are willing to make between attributes: that 
is, the importance of one attribute relative to another. As described earlier, these tradeoffs 
are measured by the negative of the ratio between two coefficients. When one of the 
                                                            
12 Since in this survey respondents rated each scenario, the best scenario is the one with the highest 
rating. Some respondents gave the same rating to more than one scenario. The rologit procedure in the 
software program Stata® allows for such ties. Although the procedure is designed to analyze full rankings, 
it can also be used to analyze data sets in which just the most preferred option is identified, in which case 
it is identical to the conditional logit model. 
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attributes being compared is measured in dollars, the tradeoff can be interpreted as 
respondents’ marginal willingness to pay for the other attribute.13 
The number of visitors encountered is measured as a percent change from the 
status quo and the three fees are measured in dollars, but the rest of the attributes are 
measured in discrete levels. So for these attributes, sets of dummy variables are used to 
represent the different levels. This assures that respondents do not need to think that the 
difference between, say, large increase and moderate increase is the same as the 
difference between moderate increase and slight increase. For each set of dummy 
variables, one level must be omitted to prevent perfect multicollinearity. These omitted 
levels become the basis for comparison: for example, since the omitted level for foot-
based recreation is “unchanged,” the coefficient on each other level shows the impact of 
being at that other level compared to being at the “unchanged” level.14 In addition to foot-
based recreation, “unchanged” is the omitted level for auto-based recreation and tourism 
impact. The omitted levels for scenic preservation and pollution are “poor” and “low” 
respectively.  
Table 4 includes selected results for illustrative purposes, showing some of the 
point estimates with an indication of their statistical significance.
15
 Based on the results 
of the conditional logit model, the only clear evidence of nonuse values is for excellent 
scenic preservation and a small (but not moderate or large) decrease in tourism business. 
                                                            
13 These tradeoffs are often called part-worths in the DCE literature. 
14 Some analysts prefer to use what is called effects coding, which is just a rescaling of the data so that 
coefficients measure the differences between the coefficients on particular levels of an attribute and the 
average of the coefficients on all levels of that attribute. This rescaling has no effect except to change the 
interpretation of the coefficients; in particular, differences between any two coefficients in the set are 
unchanged. 
15 Complete results are available from the author.  
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Nonusers are also affected statistically significantly and negatively by an increase in 
taxes and, somewhat surprisingly since nonusers would never pay it, by a parking fee. 
Visitors, however, are affected by more attributes: they dislike encountering more visitors 
as well as moderate to large increases in auto-based recreation, they are adversely 
affected by high pollution, and they prefer better scenic preservation. Visitors do not 
seem to care about the parking fee (or the road fee, not shown in the table) but are 
negatively affected by taxes. Despite the apparent differences between the preferences of 
the users and nonusers groups, though, a likelihood ratio test shows no statistically 
significant difference between the two sets of coefficients as a whole. 
The rank-order logit model, shown in Table 5, is more efficient in general, as 
indicated by more explanatory variables being statistically significant. This is expected 
since more information about each respondent’s preferences is used in the rank-order 
model than in the conditional logit model. But not all the differences between the two 
models can be attributed solely to efficiency: based on the rank-order results, there are no 
apparent nonuse values for scenic preservation and nonusers do not seem to care about 
the parking fee, while visitors do not seem to mind an increase in the number of visitors 
encountered. As in the conditional logit model, a likelihood ratio test fails to reject the 
null hypothesis that the coefficients as a whole are the same for users and nonusers. 
While it is useful to know which attributes give rise to use and nonuse values, for 
policy purposes the implicit tradeoffs between different attributes are even more useful. 
When one of the attributes is measured in monetary units, each tradeoff can be 
interpreted as a willingness to pay: the amount (in this case, in higher annual taxes) 
respondents are willing to pay for an increase in another attribute or, when attributes are 
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measured using sets of dummy variables, for a move from the base level to a different 
level. But one advantage of contingent choice surveys is that tradeoffs can also be 
measured in purely physical terms: the amount of one attribute respondents are willing to 
give up in order to get more of another attribute.  
Table 6 illustrates by displaying the estimated tradeoffs between various pairs of 
attributes. According to the conditional logit results, nonusers are willing to pay around 
$152 annually for a slight decrease in tourism business. This is statistically different from 
zero only at the 10% level, however, and no other estimated willingness to pay is 
statistically significant. Despite the fact that the conditional logit coefficient on excellent 
scenic preservation was statistically significant, the willingness to pay for excellent 
(versus poor) scenic preservation was not statistically significantly different from zero; 
the tradeoff between excellent scenic preservation and either a decrease in tourism or a 
decrease in visitors encountered was not statistically significantly different from either 
zero or one. Based on the statistically significant estimates, users are willing to pay for 
more attributes than are nonusers: users are willing to pay around $294 annually for 
excellent scenic preservation, about $123 for low versus high pollution, and around $5 
for a one percent decrease in visitors encountered. As an example of tradeoffs measured 
without using monetary units, users are willing to encounter around 54% more visitors in 
order to achieve excellent rather than poor scenic preservation. It is worth remembering, 
though, that there are no statistically significant differences between the conditional logit 
coefficients for users and nonusers, so the apparent differences between the tradeoffs 
users and nonusers are willing to make should be viewed with caution, and perhaps the 
pooled estimates should be used instead. 
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One reason so few tradeoffs are statistically significant, especially for nonusers, is 
that the conditional logit standard errors are quite large. Since the rank-ordered logit 
model uses more information, it should be more efficient and, indeed, more coefficients 
are statistically significant. In terms of tradeoffs, the rank-order estimates, shown in 
Table 7, indicate that nonusers are willing to pay for low versus high pollution (around 
$157), for low versus moderate pollution (around $133), and for a slight decrease in 
tourism business (around $244). Users are apparently willing to pay around $431 for 
excellent rather than poor scenic preservation and around $425 for low versus high 
pollution, but the other willingness to pay estimates shown in the table are not 
statistically significantly different from zero. The estimated tradeoffs shown in the table 
are not statistically significantly different from one. So the greater efficiency of the rank-
ordered versus conditional logit does help, but the models shown are still quite imprecise. 
Another possible reason for large standard errors is that the attribute coefficients, 
which have been assumed so far to be constant (though perhaps different for users and 
nonusers) might differ randomly and/or according to respondent characteristics. If the 
coefficients in fact differ across respondents but are forced to be constant by the 
econometric method being used, possible consequences include omitted variables bias 
but also, even if there is no bias, large standard errors. Mixed logit models are illustrated 
in the North Cascades example. 
The Acadia results show the promise of the contingent choice model for 
informing park management decisions, but they also show some of the problems of using 
the method. The most important problem is the statistical inefficiency of the parameter 
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estimators. The inefficiency is driven by a relatively small sample size as well as a less 
than optimal experimental design.  
The sample size is largely determined by the cost of implementing the survey as 
well as techniques for increasing response rates. The Acadia survey followed the 
recommendations of the Total Design Method (Dillman 1978) regarding the latter, but 
even though the Acadia response rate of around 15 percent is reasonably good in the 
context of mail surveys, the total number of completed surveys was relatively small. In 
order to reduce the estimated standard errors by about a third, the number of completed 
surveys would have to have somewhat more than doubled
16
 which, unless the response 
rate were increased, would have meant more than doubling the number of surveys mailed 
out, substantially increasing costs.   
The Acadia experimental design could have been improved, however, with little 
or no cost. Since the survey was implemented, the literature about experimental design 
has suggested designs that, in the context of multinomial logit models, should 
substantially reduce standard errors compared to the design used in the Acadia survey. 
And implementing the survey by mail reduced the efficiency of the design because there 
was no way to know ahead of time who would respond; thus the experimental design 
implicit in the returned surveys was different, and hence less efficient, than the design 
used to create the surveys that were mailed out. For example, a survey might be designed 
so that each set of, say, 12 surveys comprises an optimal variation of the attribute levels. 
But if only two or three of these 12 surveys are returned, the variation in attribute levels 
in the sample used for estimation will no longer be optimal. 
                                                            
16 This assumes that the sample variation of the attributes would stay approximately the same. 
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North Cascades National Park  
North Cascades National Park was established in 1968, with a focus on the 
“majestic mountain scenery, snowfields, glaciers, alpine meadows, and other unique 
natural features in the North Cascade Mountains of the State of Washington.”17 The park 
has an extremely diverse ecosystem and includes interesting geologic features. Park 
boundaries also contain over 81 unique and nationally recognized buildings and 
structures plus remnants of at least 23 historic cultural landscapes.  The North Cascades 
Park General Management Plan (National Park Service 1988) identifies five attributes as 
the most relevant to park management and resource allocation: cultural preservation, 
wilderness preservation, threatened and endangered species protection, water quality, and 
visitation.  
As in the Acadia survey, scenarios for the North Cascades contingent choice 
survey were constructed based on the park’s management plan and in consultation with 
park personnel. Scenarios were created using the five attributes identified in the General 
Management Plan plus a compulsory, one-time tax change, included as an implicit cost 
mechanism. The varying levels of the attributes, shown in Figure 2, correspond to the 
current situation in the park (status quo) and to plausible alternatives based on the 
management plan. Each scenario represents a hypothetical description of the state of the 
park in five years. Scenarios were created in a fractional factorial orthogonal matrix, with 
47 remaining once clearly sub-optimal scenarios were removed. Since this was a web-
based survey, the experimental design was controlled by the researchers, except for a few 
                                                            
17 http://www.nps.gov/noca/parkmgmt/lawsandpolicies.htm, accessed on July 10, 2012 
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respondents who filled out the survey but because of missing values had to be dropped 
from the final sample. The survey was designed and pre-tested in stages from 2004 to the 
fall of 2005. In the spring of 2006 emails with a link to the survey’s website were sent to 
a random collection of individuals in the U.S. 240 respondents answered the contingent 
choice questions, though not all ranked every scenario group. 
Respondents went through several informational web pages related to each 
attribute, an analysis of current park resource allocation, and a brief explanation of each 
attribute’s levels before being presented with several mandatory framing exercises before 
the contingent choice section.  The survey concluded with a collection of demographic 
questions. Pretests suggested that the survey typically took 30 – 45 minutes to complete; 
respondents spent much of that time reading the informational content before or during 
their ranking of scenarios. 
In the contingent choice section, respondents ranked groups of three scenarios, 
one being the status quo (no change in any attribute with only the bald eagle protected 
and stable) and two being alternative scenarios that varied in their attribute levels. The 
contingent ranking exercise was conducted in a tournament-style format, where preferred 
scenarios were sequentially ranked against each other until a most-preferred scenario was 
revealed. The tournament format is described further in an unpublished working paper 
available from the author, but for the present purpose it is sufficient to note that each 
respondent ends up with seven scenario groupings, each of which includes three 
scenarios, so the 240 respondents yield a possible 1680 groupings. Not all respondents 
ranked all scenario groupings, though, and all respondents who reported that they were 
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residents of a foreign country were removed from the sample, on the grounds that U.S. 
national park policy should reflect primarily American preferences.  
Two subsamples were analyzed: respondents who say they have never been to 
North Cascades National Park and never expect to go there—the nonusers group—and 
the respondents who either have been to the park or expect to go there—the users group. 
As in the Acadia study, if the nonusers have any preferences about the park’s 
management, those preferences must reflect nonuse values. The responses of the users 
will reflect both use and nonuse values. A few respondents did not answer the question 
about whether they had been or planned to go to the park, so those observations were 
removed as well. This left 207 respondents (99 nonusers and 108 users) and 1443 
groupings (sets of rankings).  
 Increases in cultural preservation, wilderness preservation, species protection, and 
water quality should increase utility and thus the likelihood of a higher ranking, all else 
equal. A higher tax is expected to have the opposite effect, ceteris paribus. A priori, the 
sign on visitation is unknown, since more visitation probably leads to more congestion, 
which might be thought of as deleterious even for those with only nonuse values but, on 
the other hand, respondents might believe there are positive spillover effects of others’ 
visits to society at large (Turner 2002). Except for the species protection attribute, all 
attributes were measured continuously, as percentage changes from the status quo for 
most and in dollars for the tax attribute. The species protection attribute was measured 
using a set of dummy variables, with the omitted level being the status quo: one species 
(bald eagle) protected. An alternative-specific constant (ASC) for the status quo scenario 
was also included as a way to check for status quo bias. 
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Table 8 shows the results of a conditional logit estimation using different subsets 
of the data. Column 1 shows the coefficient estimates for the entire (domestic) sample 
and columns 2 and 3 show the coefficient estimates for the nonusers and users 
subsamples, respectively. All coefficients have the expected sign; visitation, the effect of 
which is theoretically ambiguous, is statistically insignificant. The statistically 
insignificant coefficient on the status quo ASC indicates that there is no status quo bias.
18
 
Other than visitation, all attributes have statistically significant coefficients in the nonuser 
column, showing that these park attributes lead to significant nonuse values.  
Most of the coefficients in these specifications seem quite similar across 
columns.
19
 This may suggest that nonuse values dominate even for users, though another 
possibility is that the null hypothesis can’t be rejected due to relatively large standard 
errors.  
The similarities of the coefficients on attributes across the various specifications 
displayed in Table 8 suggest that the implied tradeoffs between various pairs of attributes 
might also be quite similar in magnitude. Table 9 displays the calculations of the 
following tradeoffs: between wilderness preservation and cultural preservation, between 
the protection of one extra endangered species and cultural preservation, between water 
quality and cultural preservation, between cultural preservation and taxes, and between 
wilderness preservation and taxes. The first three of these illustrate direct, rather than 
                                                            
18 The main results are not changed much if the ASC is excluded. The most important difference is that the 
estimated willingnesses to pay for cultural and wilderness preservation shown in Table 9 are higher by 9 – 
26%, although the estimated tradeoffs between cultural and wilderness preservation weren’t changed 
much. 
19 Comparisons like this are complicated by the possibility that the two subsamples have different scale 
parameters. (See footnote 3.) A formal test of equal coefficients is possible but only by either assuming 
the scale parameters are equal or estimating models with scale heterogeneity.   
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monetary, measures of relative values The last two are the marginal willingnesses to pay 
(MTWP) for cultural and wilderness preservation and therefore measure monetary values 
of those attributes.  
The pooled estimates in the first row of Table 9 indicate that respondents are 
willing to give up a little more than 1½ percent of the cultural preservation at North 
Cascades National Park in order to achieve a 1 percent increase in wilderness 
preservation, although the point estimate is not statistically significantly different than 1. 
According to the point estimates for the tradeoff between endangered species protection 
and cultural preservation, respondents would be willing to give up around half of the 
cultural preservation in the park in order to protect grizzly bears in addition to bald 
eagles; a 1 percent increase in water quality is worth a little less than a 4% decrease in 
cultural preservation. Both of these tradeoffs are statistically significantly greater than 1. 
Respondents are willing to pay more than 1½ times more for wilderness preservation than 
for cultural preservation. Both willingnesses to pay are between $1.50 and $3.00 for a 1 
percent increase in preservation. All of these results suggest (weakly, due to relatively 
large standard errors) that respondents value the protection of natural resources more than 
the protection of cultural resources. 
Interestingly, the differences between estimates of nonusers’ and users’ tradeoffs, 
though not large compared to their standard errors, are sometimes economically 
significant, as seen by comparing columns 2 and 3. For example, the willingness to pay 
for wilderness preservation is close to twice as large for users as it is for nonusers. The 
willingness to pay for cultural preservation, on the other hand, is slightly larger for 
nonusers than for users. The estimated marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between 
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species protection and cultural preservation is about 75 percent larger for users, the MRS 
between wilderness and cultural preservation is over twice as large for users, and the 
MRS between water quality and cultural preservation is about 60 percent larger for users. 
So, judging from the point estimates and with the caveat that their standard errors are 
large, users seem to value natural resource protection more than do nonusers. 
The results shown so far are based on the assumption that all respondents within 
each of the user and nonuser groups have identical preferences. It is becoming common 
in contingent choice analyses to instead allow for a range of preferences, using a random 
parameter logit, or mixed logit, model. Typically in these models selected parameters are 
treated as randomly distributed across the population (and therefore also across the 
sample of respondents), with a particular probability distribution assumed: often a normal 
distribution, but sometimes others. The means of the probability distributions sometimes 
depend on observable variables such as respondent characteristics or characteristics of the 
choice task. 
To illustrate this kind of analysis, Table 10 shows the estimated MWTPs for 
wilderness and cultural protection
20
 based on four mixed logit models using the pooled 
North Cascades National Park data. The first two columns show MWTPs based on a 
model in which the coefficients on cultural preservation, wilderness preservation, and 
visitation were assumed to be normally distributed.
21
 In the first model, these 
                                                            
20 The MWTP estimates are shows for illustration only; the same random-parameter models can be used 
to estimate direct, nonmonetary tradeoffs. 
21 Which coefficients to treat as random is a matter of judgment, but as equation (4) indicates, the tax 
attribute’s coefficient is in the denominator of the MWTP calculation and the theorem of Daly, Hess, and 
Train (2011) shows that it is problematical to have a random parameter, especially one with a normal 
distribution, in the denominator of such a ratio. This is why the tax attribute’s coefficient is assumed to be 
constant across individuals. This is also why other tradeoffs are not shown in the table, since they have 
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distributions have means that do not depend on individual characteristics while in the 
second they have conditional means that differ across respondents. In many mixed logit 
applications, conditional means depend on respondent characteristics such as age or 
income. In the North Cascades example, there is no clear reason to think that any 
particular individual characteristic would drive preferences. So in the second model, 
conditional means depend on two variables related to respondents’ answers to the 
framing questions in the survey: ENVMORE, a dummy variable that equals one if a 
respondent thought that the government should spend more on protecting the 
environment, and CULTMORE, a dummy variable defined similarly with regard to 
cultural resources. These variables can be thought of as proxies for the collection of 
individual characteristics that influence preferences for wilderness and cultural 
preservation. The last two columns of Table 10 show results from similar models in 
which MWTPs are estimated directly, i.e. using equation (5) with the MWTPs for 
cultural and wilderness preservation, along with the MWTP for visitation and the 
coefficient on the tax attribute, assumed to be normally distributed. Since in all of these 
models the tradeoffs are different for each of the 207 respondents, the table shows the 
sample means and sample standard deviations of the individual tradeoffs. 
The MWTP estimates shown in the first two columns of Table 9 are quite similar 
to the sample means of the individual MWTP estimates shown in Table 10. But Table 10 
shows that there is great variation across individuals in the MWTPs. Largely because of 
that variation, the standard errors of the estimated mean MWTPs (not shown in the table) 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
random parameters in the denominator of the relevant ratio. But the whole model could be specified in 
other ways, for example by letting each coefficient on cultural preservation by constant and then 
calculating direct tradeoffs between each other attribute and cultural preservation. 
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are very large too. Allowing the conditional mean of each individual’s MWTP to differ 
according to individual characteristics doesn’t change the estimates much, but 
unsurprisingly it does increase the sample standard deviation of the MWTPs.  
When the model is reparameterized to estimate MWTPs directly, the results are 
substantially different. This version of the model is much more sensitive, though, to 
changes in specification than is the model shown in the first two columns, in particular to 
which coefficients are assumed to be random and what individual characteristics 
influence their distributions.
22
 So the last two columns of Table 10 are probably best 
viewed as examples of what is possible when contingent choice models are estimated, 
rather than reliable estimates of the values of the North Cascades park attributes. Also, 
the experimental design used in the survey was not based on the reparameterized model; 
doing so would probably result in dramatically more precise estimates. The large 
differences between estimates in the first two and last two columns confirm that care 
needs to be taken with the parameterization and specification of the model.  
 
Summary and Issues for Further Investigation 
 The main point of this article is that contingent choice surveys can help national 
park managers by identifying the preferences of visitors and also the nonuse values 
generated by park attributes. The relative values of different aspects of parks can be 
estimated directly, whether in terms of monetary equivalents (willingnesses to pay) or 
direct tradeoffs between changes in different attributes. Many alternative combinations of 
park attributes can be explored efficiently, helping park managers to identify promising 
                                                            
22 Details are available from the author. 
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alternatives to be explored further during park planning processes. The surveys can be 
integrated easily into multiple stages of the existing National Park Service planning 
process. 
 Another benefit of using contingent choice surveys in park planning is that it will 
foster interdisciplinarity. Survey design is a golden opportunity for interdisciplinary 
teams to work together to identify important park attributes, reasonable alternative levels 
of those attributes, and alternative scenarios comprised of realistic combinations of those 
levels. The analysis of the survey results provides important information, but not the only 
information that park managers will need. So there is also a good opportunity for 
interdisciplinarity as survey results are used to help form policy. 
The two examples presented indicate the potential of contingent choice surveys 
but also illustrate areas where further investigation is warranted. Probably the most 
important is to take advantage of the recent, rapid improvements in the theory and 
practice of experimental design and mixed logit estimation (see for example Scarpa , 
Thiene, and Marangon 2008; Scarpa, Thiene, and Train 2008; and Vermeulen et al 2011.) 
Estimated tradeoffs between attributes tend to have fairly large standard errors, especially 
when realistic heterogeneity in preferences is assumed. And, as the differences between 
Tables 9 and 10 indicate, exploring how heterogeneity is modeled in the econometric 
analysis is important. Estimating the desired tradeoffs directly and creating an 
experimental design optimized for that model should lead to the best estimates of 
tradeoffs, but it makes the econometric analysis more challenging. Nonetheless, modeling 
preferences as heterogeneous is valuable (even when it doesn’t change estimates of 
average tradeoffs much) since park managers will probably be interested in the differing 
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preferences of various subsets of the population. As one example, Figure 3 shows a 
histogram of the individual WTPs for wilderness preservation whose mean and standard 
deviation are shown in column (4) of Table 10. With this specification, the WTP for 
wilderness preservation turns out to be bimodal, with two distinct groups of respondents. 
Analyzing information like this should prove useful for park managers. 
It would also be very useful to know whether the relative values of different park 
attributes are the same across different parks. This is related to the large literature 
(summarized in Johnston and Rosenberger 2010; see also Allen and Loomis 2008 and 
Boyle et al 2010) about benefit transfer in studies of recreation and other environmental 
issues. In benefit transfer studies, nonmarket goods in one location are valued using 
research results from other locations. Analyzing the preferences of visitors and 
identifying nonuse values can be a laborious and costly process, though modern internet 
survey techniques have drastically lowered costs and also speeded up the process. If 
relative values of park attributes are similar across parks, or if those values are 
systematically related to observable park or visitor characteristics in ways that are similar 
across parks, park planning could be done more quickly and easily. The two studies used 
as examples in this paper and Mansfield et al (2008), who survey winter visitors to 
Yellowstone National Park, are the only contingent choice surveys of American national 
parks of which the author is aware, and they were not designed to test the comparability 
of values. Studying more parks using a consistent survey design would be a good next 
step. 
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Fig. 1 
North Cascades National Park Survey 
Scenario Ranking Form 
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Fig. 2 
North Cascades National Park Survey 
Scenario Attributes and Their Levels 
Attribute Level (from lowest to highest) 
Cultural 
Preservation 
60 (9% fewer) 
structures in good 
condition 
 
66 (no change in) 
structures in good 
condition 
 
72 (9% more) 
structures in good 
condition 
 
80 (21% more) 
structures in good 
condition 
 
Wilderness 
Preservation 
60 acres disturbed 
and 963 acres 
unrestored (8% 
less restoration) 
 
56 acres disturbed 
and 900 acres 
unrestored (no 
further restoration) 
 
50 acres disturbed 
and 801 acres 
unrestored (12% 
more restoration) 
 
45 acres disturbed 
and 720 acres 
unrestored (25% 
more restoration) 
 
Threatened and 
Endangered 
Species 
Protection 
No species 
protected and 
stable 
Bald eagle 
protected and 
stable (status quo) 
Bald eagle and 
grizzly bear 
protected and 
stable 
Bald eagle, grizzly 
bear, and two other 
species protected 
and stable 
 
Water Quality 65% unimpaired 
(10% less 
restoration) 
75% unimpaired 
(no further 
restoration) 
80% unimpaired 
(5% more 
restoration) 
90% unimpaired 
(15% more 
restoration) 
 
Visitation 390,000 (10% 
decrease) 
430,000 (no 
change) 
475,000 (10% 
increase) 
530,000 (23% 
increase) 
 
Tax $20 decrease, no change, $20, $40, $55, $75, $100 increase 
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Fig. 3 
Histogram of Individual Estimates  
of WTP for Wilderness Preservation 
 
 
Estimates come from mixed logit estimation in WTP space summarized in column (4)  
of Table 10.  
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Table 1 
Steps in the General Management Plan Process 
What’s Most Important? 
Resources, Experiences, Stories 
 Identify and/or affirm park purpose, significance, and special mandates. 
 Affirm and/or identify fundamental and other important resources and values. 
 Affirm and/or identify primary interpretive themes. 
What’s Going on with What’s Most Important? 
Context, Conditions, Trends, Interests, Concerns 
 Analyze fundamental and other important resources and values. 
 Identify agency and public interests and concerns 
 
What Are the Future Possibilities for What’s Most Important? 
Management Alternatives 
 Identify alternative concepts. 
 Identify potential management zones. 
 Develop management zoning alternatives. 
 Describe area-specific desired conditions for each alternative 
 
What Is the Best Long-Term Management Direction for What’s 
Most Important? 
Selection of the Preferred Set of Desired Resource Conditions,  
Experiences, and Stories 
 Analyze environmental impacts. 
 Analyze value to the public. 
 Review alternatives. 
 Record the decision. 
 Produce the final plan. 
Check marks indicate the parts of the process that relate to public preferences and therefore to 
contingent choice surveys. 
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Table 2 
Acadia National Park 
Description of Attributes 
 
Recreational Opportunities – This measures the number and extent of recreational activities allowed in 
the park at one time.  On Foot recreational activities include hiking, biking, swimming, climbing, 
canoeing, sea kayaking, horseback riding, wilderness and wildlife watching, etc., whereas Auto Dependent 
activities include scenic viewing and exploration while riding in a transportation vehicle.  It is important to 
note that as recreational opportunities available to the public increase, protection and preservation of 
wilderness, wildlife, and cultural history will decrease.  Alternatively, decreased recreational access and 
increased wildlife, wilderness, and cultural history protection are associated with a smaller number of trails 
open to the public and fewer visitors granted access into the park at one time. 
 
Scenic Preservation – This describes the quality of view of the landscape inside Acadia and of lands 
surrounding the Park.  A high quality of view indicates little disruptions in the landscape, with minimal 
visual effects from development of businesses and homes, from logging practices, and from pollution in the 
form of haze and visibility.  A low quality of view reflects significant disruptions in the landscape caused 
by development, pollution, and clear-cutting. 
 
Pollution – The level of this characteristic measures the amount of pollution present in the water, air, and 
land of Acadia National Park.  The most notable sources of pollution are from industrial practices such as 
logging and business development and the high volume of commercial tours in and around the park.  High 
levels of pollution indicate wilderness, wildlife, and natural history deterioration and reduce the overall 
enjoyment and health of visitors to the park.  While low levels of pollution are beneficial to the 
environment, costs to and restrictions on businesses in surrounding areas tend to increase due to 
environmental compliance measures. 
 
Other visitors encountered – This corresponds to the average number of visitors encountered in a day at 
Acadia. 
 
Tourism Business – This describes the trade-off between business profits and overcrowding of towns 
surrounding Acadia.  An increase in the tourism business is associated with higher profits and employment 
but increased congestion from visitors, cars, and buses while a decrease of the tourism industry would 
result in decreased profits and employment but less congestion. 
 
Costs: Depending on the levels of the other attributes, managing Acadia National Park will likely require 
funding beyond that currently provided by visitors and the National Park Service. The next three attributes 
describe different funding possibilities, which may be used alone or in combination. 
 
Weekly Park Loop Fee – This fee describes the amount of money a visitor must pay for a weekly pass to 
access Park Loop Road, the most scenic stretch of the park and home to some of Acadia’s most famous 
sites and trails.  The fee is per person per week. 
 
Parking Fee – This fee refers to the amount charged per/car per/day to park in the primary parking 
facilities throughout the park.  Individuals who use the Park for hiking, walking, biking, swimming, etc, 
would be subject to this charge. 
 
Annual Tax – This tax is the extra amount every individual nationwide would have to pay each year to 
help pay for the new management practices of Acadia National Park. 
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Table 3 
Acadia National Park 
Scenario Rating Form (Example) 
Scenario Descriptions 
 Recreation: 
On Foot 
Recreation: Auto 
Dependent 
Scenic 
Preservation 
Pollution Other 
Visitors 
Encountered 
Tourism 
Business 
Weekly Loop 
Road Fee 
Parking  
Fee 
Annual 
Tax 
Scenario 
1 
Slight Increase Large Decrease High Low No change Large 
Decrease 
5 8 105 
Scenario 
2 
Remain 
Unchanged 
Moderate 
Decrease 
High High 5% increase Moderate 
Decrease 
35 8 70 
Scenario 
3 
Moderate 
Decrease 
Remain 
Unchanged 
Exceptional High No change Large 
Decrease 
15 0 80 
Scenario 
4 
Large 
Decrease 
Slight Increase Average Low 5% decrease Large Increase 30 5 80 
Scenario 
5 
Remain 
Unchanged 
Remain 
Unchanged 
High Moderate No change Remain 
Unchanged 
5 0 0 
 
Scenario Rating: Please rate how desirable each scenario is overall by circling one number in each row of the following table: 
  
 
Highly 
Desirable 
 
 
Quite 
Desirable 
 
 
 
Desirable 
 
 
Slightly 
Desirable 
Neither 
Desirable 
nor 
Undesirable 
 
 
Slightly 
Undesirable 
 
 
 
Undesirable 
 
 
Quite 
Undesirable 
 
 
Highly 
Undesirable 
Scenario 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Scenario 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Scenario 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Scenario 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Scenario 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
  
 
Table 4 
Select Coefficient Estimates from Conditional Logit Model 
Acadia National Park 
Attribute pooled nonusers users 
Increase in Annual Tax   -.0075***   -.0118**   -.0070*** 
Parking Fee   -.0333   -.1917**    .0169 
Excellent Scenic Preservation   1.9145***   1.6837**   2.0571*** 
High Scenic Preservation             1.4450***    .5671   1.8818*** 
High Pollution               -.8612***   -.8142   -.8630** 
Medium Pollution         -.1760    .1871   -.3872 
Slight Decrease in Tourism Business    .2114   1.7905*   -.4278 
Percent Increase in Visitors Encountered   -.0206*    .0144   -.0380** 
Large Increase in Auto Recreation   -1.1085  -1.1862  -1.3717** 
Moderate Increase in Auto Recreation   -.8379*   -.6256  -1.0261* 
Number of observations 
Log likelihood         
765 
-196.07 
240 
-52.93 
525 
-126.10 
Statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels indicated by ***, **, and *, respectively. 
 
 
Table 5 
Select Coefficient Estimates from Rank-Order Logit Model 
Acadia National Park 
Attribute pooled nonusers users 
Increase in Annual Tax  -.0036***   -.0079***   -.0026* 
Parking Fee  -.0461*    .0505    .0496* 
Excellent Scenic Preservation  1.0172***    .4019   1.1295*** 
High Scenic Preservation             .0703   -.5061    .2755 
High Pollution             -1.1413***  -1.2436***  -1.1143*** 
Medium Pollution        -.5989***  -1.0498***   -.4953** 
Slight Decrease in Tourism Business  1.0037***   1.9266***    .7409** 
Percent Increase in Visitors Encountered  -.0044    .0247   -.0127 
Large Increase in Auto Recreation   -.1725    .1431   -.1844 
Moderate Increase in Auto Recreation   .1993    .7375    .2394 
Number of observations 
Log likelihood         
765 
-375.54 
240 
-109.50 
525 
-252.97 
Statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels indicated by ***, **, and *, respectively. 
 
 
  
Table 6 
Select Tradeoffs Between Attributes 
Conditional Logit Model 
Acadia National Park 
Tradeoff pooled nonusers users 
MWTP for excellent scenic preservation 256.53*** 
(90.20) 
 143.11 
 (94.61) 
 293.84** 
(132.17) 
MWTP for low versus high pollution 115.39** 
(48.15) 
  69.20 
 (51.41) 
 123.27* 
 (67.58) 
MWTP for low versus moderate pollution  23.58 
(36.80) 
 -15.91 
 (57.38) 
  55.31 
 (51.82) 
MWTP for 1% increase in visitors   2.76 
 (1.75) 
  -1.22 
  (2.16) 
   5.42* 
  (2.83) 
MWTP for slight decrease in tourism business  28.33 
(57.31) 
 152.19* 
 (87.54) 
 -61.11 
 (85.48) 
MRS between slight decrease in tourism business and 
excellent scenic preservation 
 -9.05 
(18.75) 
  -0.94 
  (0.65) 
   4.81 
  (6.42) 
MRS between 1% increase in visitors and  
excellent scenic preservations 
 93.04 
(58.10) 
-117.26 
(232.25) 
  54.18* 
 (27.80) 
Standard errors listed in parentheses.  
Statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels indicated by ***, **, and *, respectively. 
 
 
Table 7 
Select Tradeoffs Between Attributes 
Rank-Order Logit Model 
Acadia National Park 
Tradeoff pooled nonusers users 
MWTP for excellent scenic preservation  280.06*** 
(103.86) 
 50.83 
(50.84) 
 431.03* 
(256.20) 
MWTP for low versus high pollution  314.22*** 
(112.17) 
157.30** 
(63.89) 
 425.24* 
(254.51) 
MWTP for low versus moderate pollution  164.90** 
 (70.99) 
132.78** 
(56.81) 
 189.01 
(136.17) 
MWTP for 1% increase in visitors    1.21 
  (2.01) 
 -3.13 
 (2.01) 
   4.83 
  (4.13) 
MWTP for slight decrease in tourism business  276.35** 
(110.81) 
243.68*** 
(92.25) 
 282.74 
(198.63) 
MRS between slight decrease in tourism business and 
excellent scenic preservation 
  -1.01*** 
  (0.33) 
 -0.21 
 (0.21) 
  -1.52 
  (0.74) 
MRS between 1% increase in visitors and  
excellent scenic preservations 
 231.77 
(386.86) 
-16.25 
(20.18) 
  89.28 
 (68.41) 
Standard errors listed in parentheses.  
Statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels indicated by ***, **, and *, respectively. 
  
  
Table 8 
Coefficient Estimates from Conditional Logit Model 
North Cascades National Park 
Attribute pooled nonusers users 
Cultural Preservation  .0105***  .0109**   .0104** 
Wilderness Preservation  .0174***  .0119**   .0234*** 
Water Quality  .0396***       .0312***       .0485*** 
Visitation           -.0032           -.0054  -.0010 
Tax Change             -.0065*** -.0066***  -.0071*** 
No Species Protected       -.9860***      -.8802*** -1.0727*** 
Two Species Protected  .4787***        .3660**   .6115*** 
Four Species Protected  .9813***       .8127***  1.1908*** 
ASC for status quo  -.1488 -.1921  -.1029 
Number of groups 
Log likelihood         
1443 
-1409.75 
687 
-697.00 
756 
-704.05 
Statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels indicated by ***, **, and *, respectively. 
 
Table 9 
Tradeoffs Between Attributes 
Conditional Logit Model 
North Cascades National Park 
Tradeoff pooled nonusers users 
MRS between wilderness and culture  -1.66*** 
 (0.56) 
 -1.10* 
 (0.59) 
 -2.26** 
 (1.05) 
MRS1 between species and culture -45.54*** 
(16.97) 
-33.66* 
(19.73) 
-59.06** 
(29.46) 
MRS between water quality and culture  -3.76**** 
 (1.09) 
 -2.87** 
 (1.20) 
 -4.69** 
 (1.93) 
MWTP for culture   1.61*** 
 (0.56) 
  1.66** 
 (0.79) 
  1.46** 
 (0.71) 
MWTP for wilderness    2.68*** 
 (0.55) 
  1.82*** 
 (0.65) 
  3.31*** 
 (0.84) 
Standard errors (calculated using the delta method) are listed in parentheses. 
Statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels indicated by ***, **, and *, respectively. 
1Refers to the marginal benefit, in terms of foregone cultural preservation, of one more (i.e. grizzly bear in 
addition to the bald eagle) protected species. 
 
  
Table 10 
Marginal Willingness to Pay Estimates 
Random-Parameter Mixed Logit Models 
North Cascades National Park 
Tradeoff (1) (2) (3) (4) 
MWTP for culture 
     Sample mean of individual estimates 
     Sample standard deviation of individual estimates 
     
  1.27 
  3.50 
  
   1.37 
   3.65 
 
0.65 
0.37 
  
 0.45 
 0.41 
MWTP for wilderness  
     Sample mean of individual estimates 
     Sample standard deviation of individual estimates 
    
  2.45 
  4.09 
  
   2.54 
   4.41 
 
0.51 
0.10 
  
 0.22 
 0.48 
Columns (1) and (2): linear model with the coefficients on cultural preservation, wilderness preservation, 
and visitation treated as random. Columns (3) and (4): reparameterized model to estimate WTP directly; 
Coefficients shown, the coefficient on visitation, and the coefficient on the tax attribute tread as random; 
all other coefficients treated as fixed. Columns (2) and (4): conditional means of random coefficients are 
functions of two dummy variables, ENVMORE and CULTMORE, described in the main body of the paper. 
 
 
